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About FOS LIVING

FOS Living has been distributing lifestyle and living products for over 13 years. The start of
the business was to distribute marine and industrial equipment to overseas markets. In
addition, we are expanding our business capabilities with life and living items built across all
business areas.

FOS maintains close relationships with overseas distributors and provides integrated
purchasing and distribution services for various types of products.

Core Value ✓ ECO FRIENDLY FOR SVAING EARTH

✓ SAFETY FROM HARMFUL INGREDIENTS

✓ QUALITY CONTROL OF OUR PRODUCTS



Contact Information

▷Address: 312, Suyeong-ro, Nam-gu, Busan, Republic of Korea

▷Tel: +82 51 610 1137 

▷Fax: + 82 51 610 1136

▷Email: swjung100@fosnliving.com, sbcho@fosnliving.com, srkwon@fosnliving.com

▷Web: http://www.fosnliving.com/



RICE CLAY

Safe and Delicious Toys



1. About Rice Clay

Rice clay, which was developed for the first time in the world, is made using KOREAN new rice

and natural materials. It is a rice cake that can be made fun and delicious like clay.

It can develop children's personality, sensitivity, and creativity by playing with rice cakes like clay.

Through the cooking education, it stimulates the five senses in various ways.



2. Certificate

HACCP Certified Manufacturer Compliance with international 
standard food safety 
management system

US FDA registration



3. Product Features

▷ Play and snack at the same time

▷ DIY Kit includes crafting materials and simple tools

▷ Make it easily by simply watching the video

▷ No need for baking or steaming

▷ Make and Eat right away

▷ Use of natural dyes for rice dough

▷ Main ingredients: Korea new rice, Purified water (preservative-free)

▷ Enhancing creativity through color play 

▷ Contribute to the emotional stability of children

▷ Five senses play to help develop fine muscles 

▷ Can be used for various educational purposes such as kindergarten, school, and after-school activities



4-1. Let’s play with rice – DIY KIT

▷ DIY Kits in various designs

Animals Kit

Flower Kit

Halloween Kit

Christmas Kit

Fruit Kit

National flag Kit

# In addition to these, there are many designs of kits. And, we will create a sample design as requested.



4-2. DIY Kit types

▷ Basic: 1 person 6~8 rice cakes  

▷ Plus: 12~16 rice cakes 

▷ Large: 25~30 rice cakes

▷ Composition

Basic: Instruction  Food case  Rice

dough  Jam  Mini spoon  Knife 

Decorating tools (Round, Heart)  RIMEE

character sticker  Sanitary tablecloth 

Antibacterial wipe

Large: Instruction  Large-capacity rice

dough  Jam  2 knives  Decorating

tools (Round, Heart)  2 sanitary

tablecloths  2 mini spoons

Plus: Instruction  Food case  Rice

dough  Jam  Mini spoon  Knife 

Decorating tools (Round, Heart)  RIMEE

character sticker  Sanitary tablecloth 

Antibacterial wipe

# The number of cakes and kit composition may be different depending on the size of the cakes and kit types.



4-3. How to make

1. Take out the kit to thaw at room temperature before using it. (About 30 minutes before) It will

defrost a little faster if you put the dough into warm water without opening it.

2. Wipe your hands clean with antibacterial wipe and clean the surroundings, then lay a sanitary

tablecloth.

3. When the middle part of the rice dough becomes soft, open it.

4. Make it easily by the included manual or watching the video through QR code.

5. When finished, Let’s eat delicious.



4-4. Precautions

▷ Keep frozen immediately after receiving the Rice clay.

▷ After opening, use the rice dough and consume it the same day because of

preservative-free foods.

▷ The remaining rice dough is sealed and keep frozen. It thaws so that it does not get

into the water. Please use remaining dough only for clay play.

▷ It can be stored for a long time if it is dried in a well-ventilated place and avoid

sunlight. However, Do not eat if stored.

# The above precautions also applies to RIMEE Kit and RIMEE Dough.



4-5. Other information

▷ Age: +24 months

▷ Shelf life: 1 year from date of manufacture

▷ Storage: Below -18℃ Frozen storage and Avoid contact with air and water during storage.

▷ Colors: 5 basic colors rice dough. It can be used in various colors by mixing 5 different colors

with each other.

# The above also applies to RIMEE Kit and RIMEE Dough.



▷ Kit Composition: 6 kinds of Rice Dough (40g * 6)

(2 White, 1 Yellow, 1 Red, 1 Blue, 1 Black), Roller, 2

Mini Cutters

1. RIMEE KIT

▷ It is a product with rice dough and basic tools to

make freely and play.

5. RIMEE Kit & Dough

2. RIMEE DOUGH

▷ It is a product with only rice dough.

▷ Kit Composition: Rice Dough 40g * 6

(2 white, 1 yellow, 1 red, 1 blue, 1 black)



Thanks for your attention

Note: Product composition and design specified in this data are subject to change without prior notice.


